NEW Thematic eBook & Journal Archive Collection

Brepols’ eBook Collection
HISTORY OF SCIENCE

This thematic collection features all eBooks published by Brepols
in the fields of the History of Science up till 2018.

The collection covers a broad range of research fields
in the History of Science, including disciplines such as
Astronomy, History of Technology, History of Medicine,
History of Mathematics, and Philosophy of Science, from
the Classical Period up till the 18th Century.
Complete Collection History of Science: 48 titles
(Archive & Backlist up till 2018)
Attractive discounts (up to 60% for Archive titles)
Can be combined with a flexible pick-and-choose option
for Frontlist Titles (2018-2022)

Transparent and fair pricing, including compensation for
previously purchased eBooks that are now part of our new
thematic Collections
Combine this eBook Collection with our Journal Archives
related to the History of Science (see overleaf)
Discover our other new thematic eBook Collections:
> Classics
> Philosophy
> Religion & Theology
> Renaissance & Early Modern Studies

Multilingual Collection with clear predominance of English
(59%) and French (36%). Other languages: German (3%),
Arabic (2%)
A detailed title list is available on our website

online@brepols.net - www.brepolsonline.net

NEW Thematic eBook & Journal Archive Collection

Brepols’ Journal Archives
HISTORY OF SCIENCE

The online archives of renowned Brepols journals in the field of
the History of Science are now available for one-off purchase.
The archives provide perpetual access to all articles published up till 2016.

Almagest

Archeion

Print ISSN: 1792-2593 - Online ISSN: 2507-0371

Print ISSN: 0392-7865 - Online ISSN: 2034-6514

The journal Almagest considers the history of science both as a history
of ideas and as an activity that takes place in institutional and social
context. In discussing the history of scientific ideas, the journal
addresses the philosophical assumptions underpinning the ideas as
well as the scientific developments themselves; it also addresses the
influence of the historical context on these ideas.

Archeion was founded in Rome in 1919 by its editor Aldo Mieli (1879-1950),
and had a great influence on the process for the internationalization of
the study of the history of science. A subscription to this journal is not
available.

International Journal for the History of Scientific Ideas

Archive Years: 2010-2016
https://www.brepolsonline.net/loi/almagest

Archives Internationales d’Histoire des Sciences
Print ISSN: 0003-9810 - Online ISSN: 2507-038X

The Archives Internationales d’Histoire des Sciences aim to publish works in
history of science, epistemology and philosophy of science in various
fields : from biology to medicine, from mathematics to astronomy,
by way of the physical and chemical sciences, and also including arts
and architecture and studies considering the institutional and political
circumstances that create the contexts where sciences have developed.

Archive Years: 2004-2016
https://www.brepolsonline.net/loi/arihs

Archivio di Storia della Scienza

Archive Years: 1919-1943
https://www.brepolsonline.net/loi/arch

European Yearbook of the History of Psychology
Print ISSN: 2295-5267 - Online ISSN: 2507-0304

The European Yearbook of the History of Psychology is a peer-reviewed
international annual journal devoted to the history of psychology, and
especially to the interconnection between historiographic survey and
problems of epistemology.

Archive Years: 2015-2016
https://www.brepolsonline.net/loi/eyhp

periodicals@brepols.net - www.brepolsonline.net
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If you want to take out a subscription to these
journals, contact our periodicals department:
periodicals@brepols.net.

